
Hurley CC Mixed U11/U9 Team vs. Marlow Park CC 
 
On a rare sunny Sunday at the Marlow Park ground where I’m sure we have all walked 
around whilst chasing trikes and bikes in previous years, Hurley CC were invited to field first 
and skipper Fergus Heggie led the team. 
 
We immediately set about our business in determined and accomplished fashion. Starting 
with a maiden over from Ben Hutt, followed by tight and accurate overs from Kitty Whittam, 
Jude Pollitt (who bagged his first of a brace of wickets) and Max Verry - Marlow Park found 
themselves at 199 after four overs and probably wishing they had elected for maths 
homework instead of facing’s Hurley’s attack. 
 
Backed up by smart fielding, including a neat snaffle by keeper Heggie, Hurley were 
acquitting themselves well and were playing with a style and confidence that was enough to 
draw interest in a public crowd of Sunday strollers around the ground. It was time to 
unleash our multi-pronged U8-U10 ruthless pace attack. A wicket in Harry Butterworth’s 
over was surrounded by the tiny tyros of Serren Forrest, George Blumfield, James Mennie 
and George Verry. All bowled with confidence, good technique and were not intimidated by 
the older opposition and watching crowd, which by now numbered fifty and numerous 
labradors. Going at it with such gusto and the threat of a minus score for Marlow Park, the 
game came to life and we conceded runs in the search for wickets and against the 
opposition’s best pairing. 230 after 9 overs. 
 
Whittam returned with a wicket and to stem the flow of runs and then Pollitt took a return 
catch which had been hit back at him with some force. Nobody was more surprised than he 
and it truly shows that self-preservation in the face of an oncoming cricket ball can hone a 
catching technique in milliseconds. 
 
A tight over from Verry (M) and a good final over from Hutt sandwiched yet more pace from 
Blumfield and Mennie. The sight of this fair-haired duo sprinting in with the speed and 
intensity of a young Stuart Broad or Allan Donald was a welcome portent for the future of 
Hurley youth cricket. Marlow finished on 238 after losing 4 wickets. 
 
Whittam and Pollitt opened our batting and crafted a solid start. Pollitt scoring 5 runs and 
Whittam playing a series of textbook defensives that would have made Boycott purr. 
Mennie and Blumfield found the going a little harder, but showed great intent in all their 
work and were busy at the crease. Heggie shepherded his younger partner Forrest through 
the middle innings and found an able ally. Forrest stoically defended her wicket as was 
required with front foot and bat so precise and perfect you could have set your watch by it. 
Heggie added a series of lusty blows to the boundary scoring 10 runs of the bat and the 
innings gained momentum. The Verry brothers entered the fray with much to do against a 
testing leg spinner. They inched the score along - but departed with no arguments or 
brotherly scuffles and household bragging rights remained shared. 
 
Hutt and Butterworth strode to the crease looking for all money like England’s Stokes and 
Bairstow and at 208 for 5 some aggressive batting certainly was required. Manfully they 
tried but an impressive array of strokes continually met some solid Marlow fielding. Marlow 



sensed both victory and threat in these final overs but ultimately the task proved too great 
for us.  Hurley finished on 218 for 6 and lost by 20 runs 

 
 
 
It really was a pleasure to manage a side of boys and girls of all ages, sizes and experience to 
see them come together as a team. Everyone contributed to an even contest, with a couple 
of wickets at crucial times proving costly. Bouncy castles and ice cream vans did not distract 
them from the task in hand and there was good technique and great passion from everyone. 
I hope they all enjoyed the match and learned that age and size do not matter in a game of 
cricket. Our opposition were two players short and we fielded for them with as much 
concentration and commitment as for ourselves, which is how it should be.  
 
 


